The objective of the Emergency Tracking Tool (ETT) is to quickly collect information on sudden displacements of populations. Information is collected through key informant interviews and direct observation. This dashboard provides information on an event which occurred on 25 December 2019 in a village situated in Lac Province.

**SUMMARY OF EVENT**

**DISPLACED PEOPLE:**
500 Internally Displaced Persons, 73 households (estimations)

Following attacks by armed groups on 22 and 23 December 2019 in the village of Dabalami, located in an island of the Lac Tchad, in the département of Mamdi (sous-préfecture of Kangalam), 73 households of 500 individuals from Kofia Almé, Bourni Goni, Sinakka and Kendelo in the vicinity of the attack location, fled to the village of Kinassorom located in another island of the lac Chad in the sous-préfecture of Bol (in the same département of Mamdi). Most of these people took refuge in the school of this village.

**LOCATION:** Kinassorom

**DATE OF MOVEMENT:** 25 December 2019

**HOST LOCATION:** Village

**REASON FOR MOVEMENT:** Preventive

**MEANS OF TRANSPORT:** Boat

**AVAILABLE ASSISTANCE:** None
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This map is for illustration purposes only. The depiction and use of boundaries, geographic names and related data shown on maps and included in this report are not warranted to be error free nor do they imply judgment on the legal status of any territory, or any endorsement or acceptance of such boundaries by IOM.